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ABSTRACT

A low-frequency, underw;ater sound trensducer model was developed
which utilized a liquid-filled, acoustic phase-shift network to obtain a
unidirectional (cardioid) directivity response over a prescribed frequency
range.

A number of analytical relationships between certain physical
parameters of the device, its environment, and the acoustic phase shift
network were studied to determine just how they should interact for the
transducer to function as specified. A search was directed at finding
and choosing an inert fluid (in this case a Dow Corning '200', 200
centistoke, silicone oil) which would satisfy the required acoustic
phase-shift network parameters and also be relatively insensitive to a
change in pressure (hence depth) and temperature. A study of the
transducer design was carried out and a trilaminar, piezoceramic pressure-
gradient element was selected in the final design of the model.

When the completed transducer model was configured as specified, a
unidirectional (cardioid) response was achieved consistently between
4000 Hz and 6000 Hz. Front-to-back discriminations ranging between
15 dB and 22 dB were recorded over the upper half of the frequency range
(5000 Hz to 6000 Hz), while 10 dB to 15 dB discriminations were recorded
ovir the lower half (h000 Hz to 1000 Hz) of the frequency range. In
adultion, a nominally flat free-field voltage response (M.) of -85 dB
+ 2 dB reference 1 V/ubar was achieved over the frequency range of
]000 Hz to 6000 Hz.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

i.1 General Discussion

Several methods exist by which combinstions of pressure and

pressure gradient air microphones have been employed to provide a

unidirectional, (cardioid) directivity response at low frequencies.

The invention of the ribbon (pressure gradient) microphone by Olson

undoubtedly provided the necessary breakthrough for the creation of

2,3one version uf this type of unidirectional air microphone. This

earliest version combined the output of a pressure gradient microphone
I

(in this case, a ribbon, freely accessible to the sound field on both

sides) with a pressure microphone (another ribbon open to the sound

field on the front side and terminated on the back side by a damped

pipe).

The directional response of the pressure gradient element can

be expressed by R - cose (bidirectional) -,nd that of the pressure

element by P a I (omnidirectional), % eJ;.3 the angle of incidence.

Since the two lobes of the pressure gradient hydrophone have exactly

opposite phases, the result of adding the output of the pressure

element to that of the pressure gradient element is to Just cancel

the output in one direction on the axis and double it in the other

wiith intermediate values in between. Hence, the resulting response

is P (1 + cosG). The same principle was used by Bauer to obtain

_-
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a unidirectional response, except that he combined the output of a

piezoelectric pressure gradient microphone with a piezoelectric

pressure microphone to accomplish the task.

5,6,7However, In 1958, Bauer formulated an entirely different

method to acccmplish the same unidirectional objective. He used a

single pressure gradient microphone with an "acoustic phase-shift

network" to obtain the unidirectional response. A number of basic

acoustic relations evolved from this work. That is, interrelation-

ships between a number of acoustic impedance parameters and operating

medin parameters, which are necessary to achieve the required phase

shift, were derived. These relations are fairly easily satisfied

for the air microphone. However, the task is not as readily

accomplished for a device that must operate in a liquid (water)

medium since this medium imposes entirely different physical

constants and constraints.

1.2 Specific Definition of the Problem

The specific objective of this investigation is to develop

a low frequency, underwater transducer model which will achieve the

desired relationships with a unidirectional, (cardioid) pressure

gradient transducer. Since the model is to be utilized in an

underwater environment, it should be, over a required frequency

range, insensitive to a change in depth and insensitive to a change

in temperature. Therefore, a liquid-filled, acoustic phase-shifted,

trilaminar pressure gradient element system will be studied to



determine if it can meet the requirementst A model of the device,

after all analytical and design work has been completed, will be

constructed to demonstrate the feasibility of the idea.

1.3 Glossary of Terms

A linear delay network coefficient

B linear delay network coefficient

CA acoustic compliance - /dyne

c velocity of sound in fresh water - cm/sec

cf vrelocity of sound in fluid - cm/sec

d front to back distance - cm

f frequency - Hz

i6  current out of linear delay network - amperes

j slot length (parallel to the dlreý-lion of fluid mot ion)
- cm

MA acoustic inertance - grams/cm4

Mo free field voltage response - dB reference 1 V/Pbar

Mr radiation mass - grams

mCONE mass rear cone - grams

N linear delay network

Pn acoustic pressure - dynes/cm2

R directional polar response

RA acoustic resistance - dynes-sec/cm5

Rr radiation resistance - grams/sec

S effective radlrt'ng area - cm-

b . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..



t slot thickness - cm

un volume velocity - cm/sec

V volume of the rear cavity - cm3

W slot width (perpendicular to the direction of fluid
motion)- cm

Xe acoustic output of the theoretical model

X; acoustic oautput of the theoretical model

A acoustic impedance - dyne-sec/cm5

Of &diabatic bulk modulus of the working fluid - dyne/cm2

-e .•( angle of incidence - degrees

x wavelength of sound - cm

-1 dynamic viscosity of the fluid - dyne-sec/cm2

Pf density of fluid - grams/m3

P phase angle - radians

o radial frequency - radians/sec

N



CHAPTE I-.

THEORETICL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Development of a Theoretical Model

The following portion of this investigation was primarily

aimed at putting together a complete and concise theoretical model

frcm which a practical design of a single unit, pressure gradient,

unidirectional, underwater sound transducer could be obtained.

Consider, as a first step in the developmsent of the model,

a device or a mechanism as presented in Figure 2.1. Allow the

whole device enclosed within the dashed line to be irradiated by

plane sound waves, incident at any angle 8, varying from 0 to

t1800. Let acoustic responsive elements be fixed at x and x',

and, further, let them be displaced from each other by the distance

d. The outputs of the acoustic elements X. and Xý, which are a

result of the sound wave radiation, are then transferred to the

linear delay network N. The current ie, which is the output of

the delay network, will then flow through an output impedance Z.

Recalling that the network is linear, it can be seen that

ie= AX - BX , (2.1)

or

I A(X XL) (2.2)

where A and B are the linear network coefficients which involve

the elements of the linear delay network. Now, the current

through the output impedance Z for sound arriving from the rear
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of the device must be equal to zero if a unidirectional cardioid

response is to be achieved. That is,
io.- 0o (2.5)

Therefore, applying this condition to Equation (2.2) yields
B

iz~o. "A(Xz0 " K XJ 0" o ,
X1800

or

B x180 - (2.-.)
1*x80 .

•Imtion (2.-4) now establishes the relationship required between

the linear delay network elements if a unidirectional, polar

response is to be obtained by the device.

lReturning now to Figure 2.1, it can be seen that X leads

Xý by the phase angle P. That is

X X' eJP

Now,

2n X '

or

9 2ffd cosO 25"- x 2"i cos ( )cos6 , (2.5)
x x c

since y - d cos&.

Therefore,

Xe •X~ee _- XeJ (oa/c)coe (2.6)

I

i
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Substituting Equation (2.6) Lnto Equation (2.4) yields

B xi 00 -'J( / -(,c/c)-fX~l~o = ,(2.7)x' °

since cosl8O' = -I.

Now, inserting Equaticni (?.7) into ( )quation '2.?)

and substituting the value of X8 [Equation (?.6)) leaves

Ax,[ej( lc)coso -e (Alc))

AX•eosL(ud/c) cosO) + j sinl(wd/c) cosPE - soi(./d) * J B~n(A/".)J

after expanding the exponentials into their respective cosire end

sine terms.

If the value cf the arguiaent ia required to be smgll, that is,

if wad/c << I. then the followin'g simplifications car, be mAd-, namely,

cos[ (uA/ c) cos- 1,

cos(adjc) -, 1

sin(wd/'c -'4tA/c) ,

and
il- AX co.. (1 4 J /)

= AXý J((wdic' cose + 'A4/c:

or

=' jAXý ('Adcý (I COEe) .(2.8)

L=

h -

IJ

...........- .
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The above expression holds reasonably well if d < X at the highest

Sfrequency of desired operation. That is,

where n,;. 3.
1 o7 , if the absolute manitudes of X and X9 are not affected

by diffraction, which means that the overall size of the device

S-should be s=all when coujared to a wavelength, then according to

Equation (2.8) the device will produce a unidirectional, cardioid

respone..

Consider as the next step in the development of the theoreti-

cal model, a delay network, and not necessarily electrical, which

must be capable of satisfying Equation (2.4). Figure 2.2a depicts

a cross-sectioml view of a hypothetical device, which, if examined

closely, is identical to the mechanism described by Figure 2.1.

The device is constructed of a two-part housing with a pressure

gradient tranducing element mounted on the center line. A Lavity

and a series of narrow slots are provided in the massive rear cover

of the device. The slots are sealed off from the surrounding medium

by a very thiL neoprene acoustic window, which positively contains

the "working fluid" (air, water, oil, etc.) in the rear cavity.

The dimensions of the unit are chosen to give some predetermined

front to back distance d, with d being <•X to satisfy the condition

of ad/c << 1. In addition, the acoustic pressures Pl, P2 , and ,

which are approximately equal in mgnitude but different in phase,

A act on the device as shown.

?I
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FLUID FILLED CAVITY

NARROW SLOT

PRESSURE GRADIENT 
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Figure 2.2b is the effective analogous acoustic circuit for

8,9
-- the derice,i vith Figie 2.2c defining the circuit in a little more

detail, utilizing the definitions of the acoustical components as

defined in Table I. (Note: all Impedances used in the text from

this point (a will be acoustical Iapedances. The acoustic subscript

'A' rill be dropped fram all sybols for simplicity.)

Rleferrinzg to Figure 2.2b, the following netvwrk equations are

obtained: -
+I

(2.9),P.1 ul-- +-!V

.(2.10)1 -•(N ~~+ Z2) -P,2 + ulý, - 0 +..).

.1 * Rearranging Dquation (,..9) .
end sub~stituting into Equation (2.10)j

zI
-2+ Plz 2
-UlZl + P1- u. 2- ulZ,•2 P2 -- 0Z3+

ocr

: [z

(4 /Z,) + Z2]/ (1 + k7- ) P l .2

Finally,

U -+23'

II

+

r
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After coparin Equation (2.11) with FZqation (2.1), and 1
remembering that the aonventionls electrcacoustical alImloQ? ca be

used, i.e., voltages and currents are amlogms to acostic pressures

and volume velocities respectively (see Table 1), it can be seen

that A ithe linear netvork coefficient of Equation (21)] ist

equivalent to the coefficient of P1 divided by the dencimnator in

Equation (2.11), and B (the second network coefficient) is equivalent

to unity divided by the dencminator. That is,

(. + 2i5 /Y
I

A -Z (2.12)

and.

1
B (2.13)

Furthermore,

(l +l +Y ld

(R2 +JwC 2 2 (2.i14)1

• ,l• N N+ lol.- ,• • /• m1ia" ,..R.•+w~
and.

A 2

vhere Z. 1+ JaWand Z3 1/iwC 3 . Ifve Bet

(215

•-C R

3 -M2
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then
2I

A + ~ (2.16)

Realizing that the real turms on the right of Equation (2.16) are

the first two terms of the Ifclaurin series expansion of a cosine

function, and that the Imaginry term is the first term of the

_Mclaurin series expansion of a sine function, allows uaation (2.16)

to be written

uco# DC, 1
2 + sin wC9R

or

A ejDcýR2  (2.17)
B

Therefoe, equating Equation (2.7) and Equation (2.17) gives

A eJ(md/c). eJ 3 R2

or

Equit i•s (2-.15) and (2-.18) determine the interaction which

must exist between the acoustic phase shift network, which is now

seen to be composed of impedances 7 and , and between certain

"physical parameters of the device which are d, the front to back

distance and c, the velocity of sound in the surrounding medium,

if the device is to function as a unidirectional (cardioid)

transducer.



CF•APTER III

INVESTIGATION

3.1 Acoustic Phase-Shift Network Requirements

The basic configuration and acoustic circuit of Figure 2.2

were initially employed to investigate the interrelationships which

must exist between the acoustic phase-shift network elements and

certain physical parameters of the device.

As has been shown, the phase-shift portion of the circuit

consists of the acoustic impedances Z2 and Z3. The impedance Z1

is attributed to the transducing element and to the transducer

radiation impedance components, Rr and Mr. The volume of the rear

cavity, coupled with the enclosed "working fluid" (which may be

air, water, oil, etc.) combine to provide the value of Z10 That

is, 1

where

C= (acoustic compliance - cm5/dyne) . (3.2)
3 f

The narrow slots in the rear enclosure provide the acoustic

impedance Z2. The acoustic impedance of a narrow slot10 is given

by

R_(

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __........
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where

:R2 u(.)

t2 -acoustic resistance - ne-sec

and

K;. a acoustic inertsace - gR . +

10However, limitations on the slot thickness (which varies

inversely an the square root of the frequency) are placed on the

impedance expressions as defined by' quations (3.4) and (5.5).

The values of the expressions hold reasonably well for slots that

are kept relatively narrow. That is,

t < 0.3 (3.6)
4 frequency

3.1.1 Working Fluid. The device under investigation in

this study was to be designed for an underwater application.

Atte-npts to satisfy the basic relationships (Equations (2.15),

(2.18), and (3-.2)] for an underwater device presented problems

"* which do not normally exist in an air environment. For example,

selecting air as the network working fluid (as is done in

microphone work) required the volume of the rear cavity and,
therefore, d to be impractically large in order to satisfy the

7
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phase-shift network parameters. The compliance of an air-filled

cavity would also deviate drastically with changes in the

hydrostatic pressure. Hence, the acoustic impedance Z created by

the cavity and the air would be dernt sensitive. Past experiences

have also proven that air ]ressure ccapensating systems, which

theoretically could be used to maintain a constant pressure, turn

out to be bulky and, for the most part, uzreliable. In addition,

all of the acoustic circuit relationships could not be satisfied

due to the inherent low value of 1 f, the dynamic viscosity of air.

When consideration was given to using water as the working

fluid (to free-flood the rear cavity) only the problem of the depth-

sensitive compliance was eliminated. The acoustic network

inccapatibilities still remained. In other words, water would not

provide the proper phase shift. A complete literature search was

then initiated to try to uncover a material, preferably a liquid,

which would possess the physical characteristics that would satisfy

the three basic phase-shift network equations,

d

2(2.1)

V (

and which would also provide a reasonably small overall size of

the device.
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A Dow-Corning 200 (200 centistoke) silicone oil vith the

phyhical characteristics listed in Table II was found to completely

satisfy the acoustic phase-shift network requirements. The

requirements were determined in the following manner:

The m•nerical values of • and M2 were obtaincd by evaluating

Equations (3 .4) and (3.5), which are

t w

and

6 Pf A

M2 5tW (3-5)
The slot width (W) and the slot length (A) were both fixed by the

geometry of the device. The dynamic viscosity (Pf) and the density

(of) of the silicone oil were also fixed, for constant temperature

and pressure conditions, which then left the slot thickness t as

the only independent variable.

Uumerical values for P2 and 1had to be chosen for the
I

network in such a manner that the basic phase-shift network

equations

and
(2.18)0 C?

would be satisfied. The choice was made in the following manner:

the acoustic campliance (C) was first eliminated in Equations (2.15)
I3

and (2.18), giving

I
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4= N N N N

H H x H

o- UItC

H t

-am

• o o cu

V12

-4~0

04)- 4 t-

4) •o *-

%4. . .H H H H

cu cmH HHH
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M2 Mc(3.7)

The acoustic resistance (%) and the acoustic inertance (N2),

which are given by Equations (5.4) and (3.5), were then substituted

into Equation (5.7) and the resulting equation was solved for the

slot thickness t. That Is,

6P Ap 12d~fA

5tW 2c t W

t .

where c, the velocity of sound in the surrounding medium (in this

case water) was fixed and where the front-to-back distance d was

chosen to be 10 cm, small enough to satisfy the limit d < X. The I
slot thickness t calculated from Equation (3.8) will ncw give

values of R2 and 1N2 that will satisfy the basic phase-shift

network equations.

Next, the volume of fluid (V) required to give the specified

ccmpliance (C,) and, hence, the required size of the rear cavity

wva determined. The acoustic compliance (C ) was again eliminated

between Equations (3.2) and (2.18), resulting in Equation (5.9),

v (5e9)

Equation (5.9) then fixed the relative size of the rear cavity of
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the device, in addition to providing the specified phase-shift

netvork compliance. Again, the velocity of sound c and the front-

to-back distance d were both fixed.

All basic phase-shift network requirements are now satisfied.

In addition, it Is recalled that the overall physical size of the

device must also be kept small, when compared to a wavelength, In

order to overcome diffraction effects. Therefore, the network

ccmpoents are specified as follows:

For a Dow-Corning 200 (200 ce) silicone oil at 15°C and at

atmospheric pressure, and with d, the front-to-back distance chosen

as 10 cm,

t 0 o.08 cm [From Equation (5.8)3

with

I a 2 cm,

W - 26.7 cm,

4- 5,ooo (m/c •-sec) (From Equation (5.4)3,

M2'1.55 (Sn/cm. ) (From Equation(.5,

and

V = 16.5 cm, IFrom Equation (3.9)].

3.1.2 Temperature and Pressure Considerations. The density

(P the dynamic viscosity (Pf), and the adiabatic bulk modulus (P)

are three terms in the network equations which depend upon the

ambient temperature and pressure and can therefore be expected to

affect the performance of the phase-shift network. An attempt was

u made to assess the effect on the overall performance of the
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phase-shift network due to variations of the above parameters with

tutprature and pressure.

Figure 3.1 shows the variation of the acoustic resistance (R2 )

and the acoustic inertance (N2 ) of a thin slot, filled witb the

Dow-Corning 200 (200 cm) silicone oil, with the slot thickness t

as the variable. The solid and the dashed curves present the values

of ead at temperatures of 25 C and 5°C (the approximate

extremes of temperature in the ocean). As can be seen, over this

temperature rae, the percentage changes of the values of and

are appraoinately 8 percent and 4 percent, respectively.

The variation of the acoustic compliance (C5 ) with

temperature, which is given by Equation (3.2), depends primarily on

the variation of the adiabatic bulk modulus (of), the change in the

original volume (Vo) being so 8ml1 that it may be neglected. Best

estimates, using data obtained from the available literature,

indicate that the ccmpliance (C,) will vary approximately 22 percent
0

over this sae (25 C to 50 c) temperature range. In spite of the

variations in A., M2, and C , the experimental results presented

in Section 4.2.4 Indicate that, for a temperature change of 220 C

to 140 C, there was no measurable chakne in the directivity patterns

of the transducer model.

Variations of the acoustic resistance (R) and the acoustic

inertance (12) due to a pressure chamge of 0 to 1000 psig (0 to 2300

ft of water) are significantly smaller in magnitude than the

correspcnd.ing changes due to the above temperature change of 25°C

4
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f0r 104

WORKING FLUID -DOW CORNING 200 (200cs)
SILICONE OIL*
ATMOSPHERIC PRE'A'URE

W, 26.7 cm

0 o' Z -.cm

"E E

* w
/Ra (5*C)

in R2 -(25' C)z

m 10
4 Y 10'

Q) 0

4 M2(5PC)

M2 (25C)

1.001 0.01 1.0
SLOT THICKNESS- I(cm)

Figure 3.1. The Acoustic Resistance and Acoustic Inertance
as a Function of Slot Thickness

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
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to 50C. The inertance (N) due to the change in density (Pf) Vill

vary less than 1 percent. There appears to be no available data

on the effect of pressure on the dyaAmic viscosity (pf) of the

s ilicone oil. However, Dodge and Thomson state that the dynamic

viscosity (Mr) of many lubricating oils remains relatively stable

for pressure changes of this magnitude.

The variation of the acoustic compliance (Y) with pressure,

which depends primarily upon a change in the adiabatic bulk modulus

will vary approximately 9 percent over this pressure range.

Since these percentage changes due to pressure variations are less

than or comparable to the corresponding changes due to the

temperature variation of 140 C to 220C, it appears reasonable to

predict that no appreciable change in performance should occur over

this pressure range.

3.2 Transducer Model Design

Figure 3.2 shows the unidirectional transducer model which

was constructed to test the validity of the theoretical model.

The overall dimensions of the model (8.55 cm O.D. x 3.64 cm long)

were kept to a minimum to keep the device small when compared to

a wavelength. The transducer, as shown, was constructed of a

two-part, cold-rolled steel housing (A and B) and a massive, lead-

loaded, movable rear cone (C).

12Johnson and Woollett, in their paper on flexural ceramic

diuk transducers, stress that the transducer housing should be made

stiff enough so that the enclosed volume does not change appreciably
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s the disk vibrates. They recommend that the housing should be

designed so that the volume velocity of the housing would be less

than approximately 15 percent of the volume velocity of the

radiating front face of the disk. This should prevent the back of

the disk from radiating appreciably. I

It was L•mpessible to rigidly fasten the rear come (C) in I
this particular design, since the investigation required that the

slot thickness (t) be adjustable in order to experimentally
I

determine the required slot thickness. Therefore, the rear cones

was allowed to 'float" against the resisting spring (I) which

effectively placed a mass reactance term in shunt with the compliance

C of Figure 2.2c. At frequencies below those for which these two

reactances are equal in =nitude, the mass reactance acts as the j

principal controlling element in the circuit and at frequencies
above those for which these tro reactances are equal in magnitude,

the compliance C acts as the principal controlling element.
3

Therefore, the mass of the rear coue, for this design, should be

made as large as practical so that it does not effectively shunt

C,. This mass was =de large enough for the desired frequency

range (= R0 Hz to 6000 Ii) simply by adding additional mass, in

the form of a lead slug, to the rear cone. Thus, the acoustic

impedance due to the rear cone mass was sufficiently greater than

the acoustic impedance due to the fluid compliance. That is,
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J'*A-CONE > JWCA-CMVITY

between 4000 Hz and 6000 Hz.

NOW,

tmCOME . 2.63 pghams/c=4
MA-CONE a m/S2

where mCONE - 1375 gms - total mass (including lead slug) of the cone,

S - 22.85 am m cross-sectional area of the rear cavity, and

-CCA.VI5T m = - 1.51 x 10"9. (From Equation (5.32))

Therefore, at 4000 Hz'

('MA.-CONE m6.6 x 104

and

21 14.
' A-CAVITY- 2.65 x 10

At 6000 Hz,

"4A-CONE " 9.0 x 104

and

1 c r- 1.76 x 104
•C-CAVrTY

Thus, the mass reactance of the cone is 2j to 4 times greater

than the stiffness reactance of the cavity for this frequency range

of 4000 Hz to 6000 Ez.

Having established the design parameters with this experimental

model, a practical design could be made to have a rigid rear cone mass

and appropriate slot dimensions, thus eliminating the shunting effect

of the floating rear cone mass.

- _
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The acoustic phase-shift network elements [the silicone oli-

filled rear cavity (D) and the dimensions of the peripheral narrow

slot (t)0 were chosen to satisfy the requirements of Section 3.1.1.

The movable rear cone, as previously mentioned, was provided to allow

adjustment of the slot thickness (t). This, of course, allowed the

value of the impedance Z2 . (F + ja*t2) to be adjusted slightly in

the following manner. The rear cone was aligned in the mating

cavity of the housing (B) by a closely machined shaft (F) which was

securely mounted to the rear cone (C) and which passed through a

closely machined clearance hole in the framework (G). The shaft (F)

also bad a 5-40 unc-2 thread turned into one end portion. Linear

travel of the rear cone (see arrow) was provided by turning the wing

nut (H), which pulled the cone against the compression spring (I),

and for every cumplete turn of the wing nut, the cone traveled

0.0762 cm. Adjustment of the impedance Z2 was accomplished by the

movement of the cone which changed the slot thickness (t).

Tue volume of the rear cavity (16.5 cm3 ), as required in

Section 3.1.1, was filled with a "working fluid" of Dow-Corning '200'

Silicone Oil with a 200-centistoke dynamic viscosity rating. A thin

(0.038 cm thick) acoustic window (J), molded from a pc neoprene

rubber, was cemented to the rear cone and then fastened to the

housing (B) via the clamp ring (K). The main function of the window

was to contain the silicone oil and to allow the sound wave to pass

unimpeded into the phase-shift network slot (t). It also served

4-.-
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another purpose in that it prevented the rear cone from rotating j

about the central axis of the transducer.

The housing (B) also contained two free-floating piston

accumulators (L) with ample reservoir volume (0.778 cm3) which were

open to the ambient jea pressure on one side and which were suitably

interconnected by very small, high impedance (0.038 cm diameter)

holes to the oil-filled rear cavity (D). The accumulator system was I
used to equalize the pressure inside the cavity (D) to the ambient

hydrostatic pressure. In this manner, the transducer was rendered

depth insensitive, since there would be no pressure differential -

across the transducing element (M) causing it to fracture. In

addition, the accumulators also compensated for changes in fluid

volume which would occur due to a change in the ambient temperature.

The small diameter, hign Impedance interconnecting holes were

required so that there would be only one unimpeded sound path into

the rear cavity (D), that is, via the phase-shift network narrow

slot (t). A check of the impedance provided by the hole showed

that it was approximately 1000 times greater than the impedance (Z2 )

of the phase-shift slot.

Since the transducer was to be primarily designed for a low

frequency application (3000 Hz to 6000 Hz in water), a trilaminar,

flexural piezoceramic disk was selected for the pressure gradient

transducing element (M). The flexural disk (M)l'L was constructed

as a three-layer sandwich, with the two outer layers of a PZT-4

type piezoelectric ceramic. The inner section of the element was
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mai ~ em~: toa6~l luiu disk and its:ou:idedaee slre

an shown in Detail A of Figure 3.2. The two ceramic disks were

oriented and cemented to the inner aluminum disk in such a manner

that their polarization fields were in the same direction (Figure

3.2, Detail A). The ceramics were then p llel-conected; the

electrodes connected to the aluminum disk forming one terminal and

the outer electrodes joined together to form the other terminal.

Thus, a voltage applied across these terminals would produce strains

of opposite sense in the piezoceramic disks, causing the trilaminar

disk to flex and function as a sound projector, or to produce an

electrical output when driven flexurally by an impinging sound wave

to serve as a hydrophone.

Particular attention was paid to the exact mounting of the

trilaminar disk. (See Figure 3.2, Detail A.) The disk was centered

and then pinched between the two Vee-shaped circular wedges which

were machined in part A and part B of the housing. Part A was then

rigidly fastened to housing part B by eight socket-head cap screws.

This type of mounting provided a simply supported boundary condition
12

which, according to theory, would provide an optimum effective

electromechanical coupling coefficient for the transducer. It also

permitted the element to be modeled theoretically as e thin plate

with a simply supported boundary. In addition, it was determined

experimentally (on various trilaminar arrangements) that this type

of mounting also isolated the trilaminar disk from the housing

= -



extremely well, which left the device relativelY free frCu pick-up

cdue to mechanical excitation of the housing.

The trilaminar disk was given a thin (0.038-0.01 cm)

polyuretbhne coating (N) on both sides to electrically insulate the

piezoceramic disks after the proper lead (0) coanections bad been

made. A photograph of the completely assembled model is shovn in

Figure 3-3-

I
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CHU!FTER IV

EXPRIMDENAL FROCMEDLE AND RESUMI' I
4 .1 Experilmental Procedure

The following steps were undertaken to evaluate the transducer I
model. Experimcntý.l date,, in Lhe form of azimuth directivity I

patterns (polar responses) were obtained with t,-+ trorsducer model

in four design configurations or stages. That is, directivity

patterns of the model were taken: j
a. Without the acoustic phase-shi:t network. (The model I

was simply a dipole receiver.)

b. With the acoustic phase-shift network; the working fluid

used in the rear cavity being air.

c. With the acoustic phase-shift network; the working fluid

used in the rear cavity being fresh water.

d. With the specified acoustic phase-shift network; the

working fluid used in the rear cavity being the Dow-

Corning 200, 200 centistoke, silicone oil.

The major portion of the experimental work was conducted

using the Ordnance Research laboratory's water-filled anechoic tank

facility This concrete tank (which is 20 ft long, 12 ft wide,

and 15 ft deep) is lined with insulkrete wedges to reduce

reflections at the boundaries. The average water temperature of



the tank vas approximately 220 C. The projector-hydrophone depth

rvan set at 60 inches, while the projector-hydrophone separation

vas 48 inches for most of the experimental measurements. Other

separations were also used.

A Scientifi•-Atlanta AutomtIc Transmission MHesuring System,

as shown by the block diagram of Figure 4.1, vas used to record the

experiental data.

As indicated by Figure 4.1, the output of an oscillator was

fed to a Transmit Signal Ote which vas controlled by a Pulse Timing

Gemerator. The Pulse Timing Generator's function was to set the

pulse widths and pulse repetition rates that were to be used.

The output of the controlled Trnsmit SigDal Gate was then

transeferred to a Preeziplifier which in turn fed a main Power

Amplifier. The output of the Power Amplifier, which was kept at

a constant level by a Voltage Current Normalizer, was then fed to

the projector. A hwval Research Laboratory-Underwater Sound

Reference Division, F-33 Transducer was used as the projector for

the experiment.

The received signal output of the hydrophone, which was the

transducer model in this case, was first preamplified and then fed

through a Line Driver which served as an impedance-matching network.

The Line Driver matched the output impedance of the hydrophone to

the input impedance of the Scientific-Atlanta System. The signal

out of the Line Driver Network was filtered (a band pass of 2000 Hz

to 10,000 Hz was used), fed to a Receiver Signal Gate, and then to a

|I
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TRANSMISSION MEASURING SYSTEM POLAR
RECORDER

CRT T
PEAK 1

DETECTO

PRECEMPIVER I

SCOUNTER OSCILLAT OR I RCRSIGNAL ]• 2 GATE
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SIGNAL

GATE LFILTERL1
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Figure 4.1. Block Diagram of the Experimental Set -up 01
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Peak Detector Network. The timing of the Receiver Signal Gate was,

like the Transmit Signal Gate, controlled by the Pulse Timing

Generator. Finally, the output of the Peak Detector was fed to a

Polar Recorder and the output was plotted. A constant visual check

on all of the gating and timing functions as well as on the

received sig.nal wave form, was maintained by utilizing a Cathode Ray

Oscilloscope as shown.

Due to the physical size limitation of the anechoic tank,

pulsed calibration techniques were required so that the measured
|I

directivity pattern of the model would be Independent of reflection

and standing wave phenomena. The data (directional polar patterns)

were verified experimentally to be independent of the relative

positions of the projector and the model in the tank simply by

setting the projector and the model at various center-to-center

separations and then re-recording. Likewise, responses were also

recorded with the projector and model at different depth level

settings in the tank. The resulting repeatability of the data (for

center-to-center separations of 48, 60, 72, and 84 inches and for

depth level settings of 48, 60, and 84 inches) was within *1 dB.

A final calibration of the model, which included a free-field

voltage response (Mo) in addition to the directivity patterns, was

made at the Ordnance Research laboratory's Black Moshannon

Calibration Station. The experimental set-up was identical to the

anechoic tank set-up except that a CW sound field was used. The

body of water available at the Calibration Station war large enough

I
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to avoid reflection and standing wave phenomena with a CW sound

field. The average water temperature was approximately 140 C for

these measurements and the projector-hydrophcne depth was set at

84 inches. Various projector-hydrophone separations (60 inches to

120 inches) were also tried with insignificsit variation of the

data.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Transducer Model Without Phase-Shift Network. Figure

4.2 shows the measured directivity pattern of the transducer model

at 5100 Hz without the acoustic phase-shift network. The result

was a bidirectional or cosine pattern, as expected, since the

transducer acts as a simple dipole in this configuration.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 were recorded at 4000 Hz and 6000 Hz,

respectively, with all conditions such as projector voltage,

amplifier levels, projector and model separation, etc.) being

identical to the conditions under which Figure 4.2 was recorded.

The plots are practically identical, indicating only minor changes

with frequency.

4.2.2 Transducer Model with Phase-Shirt Network; Working

Fluid - Air. The directivity pattern shown by Figure 4.5 recorded

the response of the model at 5159 Hz with the acoustic phsse-shift

network in place but with air used as the working fluid In the rear

cavity. The phase-shift slot thickness t in this case was set

equal to zero; that is, the slot was closed. The response was

tI

I!
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Figure 4.3. Directivity Pattern at 4000 Hz Without the
Acoustic Fbase-Shift Network
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cmnidirectional for this condition since the transducer behaves

as a simple source (its dimensions being small when compared to

the wavelength) radiating only in the forward direction.

Directivity responses were taken at other frequencies and

with the slot thickness set at a variety of other dimensions

(0.0025 to 0.254 cm) with no indication of a unidirectional cardioid

response present. The resulting plots, as expected, were all

omnidirectional since the transducer behaves as a simple source for

all slot thickness dimensions chosen when air was used as the

working fluid in the rear cavity. That is, the radiation from the

rear of the transducer housing was not well coupled to the medium

due to the highly compliant air backing of the rear cavity.

4.2.3 Transducer Model with Phase-Shift Network; Working

Fluid - Water. Note: The thin acoustic window (J of Figure 3.2)

was removed for this series of responses, to allow the rear cavity

to free-flood with water.

The response of the transducer model at 5056 Hz with the

slot thickness set at 0.2. m (relatively wide open) is shown in

Figure 4.6. The resulting pattern was bidirectional. Figure 4.7

shows a response with the slot closed. As can be seen, the pattern

is not completely omnidirectional as it should be. This lack of

omnidirectional respcnse is attributed to the extremely high

stiffness of the water-filled rear cavity which actually couples

and drive' the rear cone masa. Apparently the slot is really never

•sed and rear radiation, as shown b.r the partial bidirectional

pattern, results.
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Directivity responses made at various frequencies and with a

variety of other slot dimensions (0.0025 to 0.254 cm) were also

recorded with no unidirectional results being obtained. The

resulting plots were bidirectional, but moderately approaching

omnidirectionality as the slot thickness was reduced to zero.

4.2.4 Transducer Model with Specified Phase-Shift Network

Parameters. The directivity pattern shown by Figure 4.8 was

recorded at 5014 Hz with the acoustic phase-shift network as

specified in Chapter III. The rear volume was filled with the

Dow-Corning 200 (200 cs) silicone oil working fluid. The slot

thickness, t, was set at the computed value of 0.028 cm. A

unidirectional, cardioid response with a front-to-back

discrimination of 18 dB resulted. Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 were

recorded at 5320 Hz, 5507 Hz, and 6023 Hz, respectively. The

required unidirectional response with front-to-back discriminations

of 27 dB, 22 dB, and 17 dB were obtained as shown. Figures 4.12,

4.13, and 4.14 were recorded at 4910 Hz, 4510 Hz, and 4008 Hz, and

they also show a unidirectional response with front-to-back

discriminations of 18 dB, 16 dB, and 10 dB.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 are directivity patterns of the model

with the slot thickness, t, set at 0 and Pt 0.54 cm. As expected,

omnidirectional and bidirectional response., respectively, were

obtained with the phase-shift slot set at these two extremes.

Therefore, the model functioned as predicted only when the specified,

phase-shift network parameters were used.
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A directivity pattern at 5000 lKz, as shown in Figure 4.17,

vas recorded at the Ordnance Research laboratory's Black Moshannon

Calibratio Station, using a CW sound field instead of a pulsed

field. The resulting plot of a unidirectional cardiold pattern

Vith a front-to-back discrimination of 19 dB gve a reasonably good

check on the data which vas taken using pulsed techniques in the

-anechoic tank. Patterns at various other frequencies were also

recorded using a CW sound field, showing very close agreement with

the pulsed data.

Figure 4.18 shows the free-field voltage response (No) of

the transducer model. The response, as shoen, rose between 1000 Hz

and WW00 Hz but was relatively flat (Mo rv -85 dB) between 0oo0 Hz

and 6000 Hz. However, the flat portion of the response occurred

over a band where the unidirectional, cardioid action of the

phase-shift network was optimum.
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$ V

SSUMMARY AND CONCIWICIN

S5.1 Summry

The primry objective of this investigation wae to develop a

low frequency, underwater, transducer model which would exhibit a

unidirectional, (cardioid) directivity response.

The solution chosen to accolish this objective required

thAt a liquid-filled, acoustic phase-shifted, tr Yia &-, pressure

gradient transducer system be studied.

* The Investigation was initiated by the developaent of a

thebretical model vhich was used as a design guide for the transducer

model. Interrelationships between certain an•alogous acoustic phase-

shift network parameters evolved froz the C'Avelopment of the

theoretical model. Consequently, considerible effort vas directed

at understanding these parameter interrelationships. Specifications

were obtained from th. acoustic circuit peremeters which defined

the acoustic pbase-ehift network requirements. These specifications

defined the overall size end shape of the device. That is, the

ilmension. of the phase-shift network slot, (t,W,A), the cavity

volme, and the effective front-to-back distance were determined.
T

Since the model had to be liquid-filled to satisfy the depth

insensitive requirement, a thorough search -.no conducted of all
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possible fluids which might be used in the rear cavity as the

network "working fluid". A Dow-Corning 200 (200 cm) silicone oil

with extremely stable physical characteristics when subjected to

temperature and pressure changes was found to meet all of the

network requirements. That is, the dynamic viscosity (uf), "he

density (Pf), the adiabatic bulk modulus (1f), the inertness, And

the overall stability of the fluid was found to comply with the

restrictions that were Imposed by the acoustic phase-shift network

requirements.

A study of the pressure-gradient transducing element was made

next, with a trilaminar, flexural, piezoceramic disk being selected

for this purpose. Various types of element mounting arrangements

were also tested with a circular, Vee-vedge, simple support eelected

as being optimum.

A transducer model, complete with a series of two high

acouet'c impedance, free-floating piston accumulators "to accommodate

a change in fluid volume due to a change in temperature and pres.uxe)

and satisfying all of the network specifications wvs then constructed.

The transducer model's unit-.-it~o. performance was

experimentally evaluated by recording the directivity reoponse of

the model in the following configurations;

a. Without the acoustic phase-shift network. (The model

was simply a dipole receiver.)

b. With the acoustic phase-shift network; the working fluid

used in the rear cavity being air.

I
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c. With the acoustic phae-shift astvork; the worki fluid

used in the rear cavity being freh water.

d. With the specified acoustic ph"se-shirt network; the

working fluid used in the rear cavity bein the Dow-orning
200 (200 as) silicone oil.

No unidirectiona1 performance was obtained with the model in

amy owe of the first three configurations. Only predicted

bidirectional and midirectionsl responses were recorded.

A unidirecticnal (cerdioid) response was achieved

consistently (betveen 4000 H and 6000 Ht) when the model was

arranged as described in part d. Front-to-back discriminations

re ngi between 15 dB and 27 dB were recorded over the upper half

of the frequency range (5000 Ht to 6000 Htz), while 10 d3 to 15 dB

discriations were recorded over the lover halt (=000 & to

5000 ig) of the frequency raxW. The poorer discrimination at

the lover frequencies is believed due to the fact that the rear

cone vms not sufficiently massive to preclude some significant

shunting effect of the conliavce C A nominally flat free-field

voltage response (90 ) of -85 * 2 dB, reference 1 V/Pbar, vas also

achieved over the frequency range of 4000 Rz to 6000 Hz.

g_
I - • - | m



5.2 Con~lusione

The investigation has demonstrated that I%. Is feasible to

design and construct a a-ngle-element, pressure gradient transducer

wblch is capable of providing a unidirectiomsl, (cardioid)

directivity response in an underwater envixonment. The preceding

statement must be considered and qualified in the following manner:

1. A unidirectioual, cardloid response with a reasonabl-

front-to-b!ck disci-lmiiation was achieved over the frequency range

between 4000 Hr. and f000 Rz. The front-to-back discrimination, an

in the case of the piezoelectric air microphone, exhibited a

frequency dependence with a maximum discrimination of 27 dB

o-curring at 530C Ez. Nevertheless a reasonable directivity

response with a reasonmble front-to.back discrimination was achieved,

utilizing the epecified pnsse-hiftt network requirements, over the

above-mentioned frequency range.

2. The specific definitic- of the problem stated that the

performance of the transclucer woJlel should be insensitive to change

in the ambient temperature. The principal component of the system

whirb might Affect the mWuei's performn.'e due tu a temperature

change would be the silicone oil working fluid. That is, the

dynamic vi.co.ity .uf), the density (Pf), and the adiabatic bulk

modulus (13f of the oil could and actuAlly did vary with a chsnge

in tempermture. The acoustic network impedances 2? and Z., which

depend on the vslues of these three characteristlc!ý, would also

change. It might be expected that these changes in the pargmet.ers
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of the acoustic phase-shift network woull produce changes in the

p-rformance. However, it was experimentally observed that a change

in temperature from l4°C to 22 0 C produced no measurable change in

any characteristic of the directional pattern.

3. The specific definition of the problem indicated that

the performance of the transducer model would be insensitive to a

change in depth (hence pressure) since it was to be utilized in an

underwater environment. Agin, the principal component of the system

which might affect the model's performance would be the silicone oil

working fluid and for the same reasons as mentioned above. That is,

Pf, 9f, and •f could vary with a change in hydrostatic pressure

thus changing the acoustic network 'myedances Z2 and Z3 . However,

these characteristics change so little (see Section 3.1.2) that

no significant change in the performance of the model is predicted

over a 0 to 1000 psig pressure range. In fact, the increase in

the effective ccmpliance (C,) with frequency from 4000 . Hz to 6000 Hz

due to the shunting effect of the rear cone mass (MA-cONE) was

approximately 40 percent. Although this large change in the

effective compliance reduced the front-to-back discriminAtion of

the model, it did not, by any zrans, ccmpletely eliminate it.

It should be noted that, although all of the data presen ;ed

in this report were obtained with the model used as a hydrophone,

nevertheless the model will serve as a sound projector because it

is a reciprocal device. In fact, essentially identical directional

patterns of the model were obtained when using it as a sound

projector.
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